Supporting strong policy through robust data and evidence

Through evidence-based and effective policy, governments can partner in better outcomes for all Australians. For nearly thirty years, NATSEM has earned its reputation as a national leader in economic, social and community research.

STINMOD+ enables policy leaders to test different national tax and welfare scenarios in real-time. Whether you’re a policy-maker wanting to undertake taxation analysis or an advocate seeking evidence – STINMOD+ provides the perfect solution.

SpatialMSM allows analysis of the role of location and place when designing policy, targeting programs or delivering services. Whether it’s the impact of poverty, disadvantage or drought - SpatialMSM supports small area estimates not available from the ABS.

Often, today’s complex policy problems need more than just economic answers. Our extensive experience in social modelling and evaluation means that we can design the right mixed method approach for your ‘wicked’ policy challenge.

Our experience spans:

Our research provides an evidence-base for policy leadership, advocacy and debate

Our economic and social modelling approaches were forged in close partnership with government

Our spatial mapping expertise creates accurate and accessible online tools for the public

Our microsimulation supports rigorous data analysis, forecasting and future projection
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